


















































Tetris and MoDesk 

Radix Hi Stool 

Assert Table and Assert Bench +  Vivid Chair 

Immerse Pod 

Tetra Single and Double Lamp 

Clarity Lamp 

NoteBook Screen 

Orbb Lounge Chair and Orbb Pouff 

Greet Chair 

Omega Planter and Omega Bench 

Graph Sofa,Bench and backto back 

Topo Tables 

Neo Book Shelf 

 

“ Social Office “ – Product  Stories 



MoDesk Tetris 

‘Tetris’ is a modular seating solution designed for impromptu 

gatherings.  

 

Often in work or social zones we need an extra seat for a friend 

who could join in the group dialogues. Tetris provides the ease 

to move it around a space as a result of its compact size. An 

added feature with a simple flip of seat gives a small surface to 

put a coffee mug or snack just incase you don’t have the right 

settings for a dedicated table.  

 

The elevated seat and use of materials like leatherette helps in 

ease of cleaning and maintenance. Essentially a cube, the 

design of Tetris showcases clean geometric shapes to give a 

basic yet appealing character.  

‘MoDesk’ is a little desk that is truly modest at its job. 

 

Portable, Stack-able and an optimum size for individual work 

are features of utmost importance for this desk. Its designed to 

provide suitable solutions for constrain spaces where Tetris and 

Modesk can stack in one small corner of the room or an aisle 

space.  

 

Use of neutral whites and clean finishes makes MoDesk blend 

with most spaces that one would like to convert in to a brief 

working zone. 



Radix Hi Stool 

‘Radix Hi-Stool’ is a striking product piece that is meant to give any 

environment an unconventional design appeal. 

 

Designed with contrasting forms that offers a lasting interest and a high 

recall value, Radix is meant to create an impression. The seat’s facet 

design blends with fresh colors and a clean understructure. 

 

A specially designed lean cushion gives the precise comfort required for 

its purpose, that could range from a brief work looking over an office 

window or having a group chat across a hi desk. 



 Vivid 

‘Assert Discussion Table and Bench’ is designed to make a 

‘statement of influence’ in an office setting. 

 

Assert range supports a Team work setting. It signifies a 

mix of formal yet comfortable project zone where sharing, 

discussions and significant decision making is of utmost 

importance. Assert gives suitable wire management, for 

teams to have an uninterrupted or extended discussions 

with their gadget or laptop.  

 

Assert Table & Assert Bench 

The design of CH Chairs has an exceptional place in the 

legacy of our brand. It’s a classic, that blends well with 

modish simple furniture pieces. 

 

‘CH Vivid’ regards this legacy in style with cool color 

range and apt materials. Its an extremely comfortable 

chair that doesn’t get old. 



Immerse Pod 

‘Immerse Work Pod’ is your personal space within any office space.  

 

It’s designed to be a cocoon that lets you focus at work while 

making you feel connected with the outside world through partial 

visual isolation.  

 

Immerse pod is a product of extensive research on Indian culture, 

work patterns and privacy requirements. The pod is a workstation 

within itself with a comfortable seat for extended working hours, an 

optimum desk for laptop use, integrated power and USB direct 

charge, in addition to a dedicated space to keep a bag or some 

snack. 

 

Use of soothing natural materials, clean formal language, along with 

the appropriate feature list enables this equipment to be a truly 

immersive work pod. 



Tetra Double Lamp Clarity Lamp 

‘Tetra lamp’ is designed to alter a mundane space in to a 

cheerful one with its warmth and interesting design. 

 

At Godrej, we look for opportunities for optimal use and 

reuse of materials. Tetra is just one of such up cycled 

products that re purposes the ‘key punch’ metal scrap to 

make a beautiful lamp pattern with minimal intervention 

of processes.  

 

Tetra is derived from simple geometric tetrahedron form 

that is a pendant light for interactive or rejuvenation work 

zones. 

 

 

‘Clarity lamp’ portrays a characteristic light that is suitable 

for meeting spaces to signify a relaxed ambience. 

 

The design of this lamp expresses a industrial look with a 

modish bistro like feel for letting people be at ease while 

discussing important issues, or taking crucial decisions.  



Notebook Screen 

‘NoteBook Screen’ is a recognizable form designed to be a note 

taking, or idea storming screen in a group discussion. 

 

NoteBook screen can be used by an individual on an open desk with 

‘L’ type orientation for privacy on one side. Moreover, the design of 

this screen has interesting play of materials with a mix of soft and 

hard surfaces, interesting quilt pattern, durable leatherette trims, and 

functional white board screen with a marker pen holder. Its also 

embedded with hidden castors for ease of mobility and 

reorientation. 

 

 



Orbb Lounge Chair + Pouff 

‘Orbb’ is a lounge furniture design meant to encourage a leisure or 

break time from a stressful work situation. 

 

The design gives complete body support with a pouf that doubles 

up as an ottoman. The circular form of this design gives a fine 

enclosure for isolation from the surroundings. The low height seat is 

purposeful to give a nap posture and an ideal comfort zone. 

 

Using Orbb in an environment setting with natural material textures 

and some green plantation is a perfect recipe for recreational space 

that’s as desirable if not more to the comfort of home. 

 

 



Greet Chair 

‘Greet chair’ is designed to be suitable for spaces that require formal 

appearance with an sophisticated inviting appeal. 

 

Designed with ergonomic care and superior comfort ‘Greet’ as the 

name suggests is the product to improve the style quotient of an 

office space.  

 

Greet’s Design incorporates beautifully crafted materials and stitched 

upholstery that makes a simple and stylish statement in an 

interactive zone like visitor space or a social hub. 

 

 

 

 



Omega Planter & Omega Bench 

‘Omega’ planter  and modular bench is meant to create a socio-

cultural hub that nurtures the greens in an office space. It signifies 

the respect and care of an organization towards its environment 

and their people. 

 

The design expresses a meticulously developed system consisting 

of a central planter pot with built in water drain and a portable 

tray for easy handling of plants, along with a peripheral modular 

bench that grows in linear or organic fashion. 

 

The materials and finishes used in Omega pot and bench setting 

signifies an expression of warmth towards people and nature. 



Graph Sofa, Bench & BacktoBack 

Graph sofa is a comfortable seating system that gauges different work 

requirements to give an apt solution. 

 

Graph in essence is a bench block with an option of a back rest to 

make a sofa setting, added variety in sizes gives it a smart modularity.  

The design is ease to place in café area, informal interactions or team 

work with added elements like a media screen. Its also an apt solution 

for reception or visitor lounge that requires linear, clean yet 

interesting design aesthetic.  

 

Graph also allows to charge a personal device as it integrates a power 

source on the bench. Using Graph with a desk and privacy or planter 

walls gives several attractive possibilities of designs that blends with 

most office interiors. 

 

 



Topo Tables 

Topo Bite and Hi Bite 

Topo Square & Topo Facet 

‘Topo Tables’ is a range of basic geometric shapes to make 

Interactive work and Social spaces interesting. 

 

The Topo range includes a simple circle, square and recta for 

standard zones. Moreover, Topo facet tables are derived from 

a square to multiple in ways that creates interesting nooks 

and corners for team work, just as Topo Bite tables are 

derived from a circle to make it multiply in infinite beautiful 

organic forms for standing zones. 

 

The dual color combination of Topo range gives an 

interesting appeal to the range, combined with hi and regular 

height tables in a layout will offer an exceptional topography 

of the space. 

 

 



Neo Book Shelf – LH and RH 

‘Neo Book Shelf’ is a individual book display design that when 

tessellated with play of colors, creates attractive wall patterns. 

 

Neo shelves are designed to liven up a reading space with its 

interplay of square and rectangular pockets that allows for 

short, regular and tall books to be on display. Its flat pack 

design allows for transfer of the shelves with ease.  

 

The mounting of Neo Book Shelf can be done horizontal or at 

a specific angle for more dynamic office zones. 


